MINERAL FINE STRUCTURE OF THE AMERICAN LOBSTER CUTICLE
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ABSTRACT A major role of lobster integument is protection from microbes. Calcite and amorphous calcium carbonate are the most abundant and most acid vulnerable of the cuticle minerals. We propose that calcite is invested in neutralizing an acidifying environment modulated by the epicuticle. A minor cuticle component is carbonate apatite (CAP), proposed to play critical roles in the integument’s structural protective function. The CAP of lobster exhibits a flexible composition; its least soluble forms line the cuticular canals most exposed to the environment. A trabecular CAP structure illustrates efficient use of a sparse phosphate resource, cooperating in the hardness of the inner exocuticle. A schematic model of the cuticle emphasizes structural and chemical diversity. A thin outer calcite layer provides a dense microbial barrier that dissolves slowly through the epicuticle, providing an external, alkaline, unstirred layer that would be inhibitory to bacterial movement and metabolism. Injury to the epicuticle covering this mineralized surface unleashes an immediate efflux of carbonate, accentuating the normal alkalinity of an antimicrobial unstirred layer. The trabecular CAP inner exocuticle provides rigidity to prevent bending and cracking of the calcite outer exocuticle. The combined mineral fine structure of lobster cuticle supports antimicrobial function as well as plays a structural protective role.
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INTRODUCTION

Arthropod cuticle is a classic object of study by paleontologists, morphologists, cytologists, physiologists, and biochemists (Dennell 1947, Richards 1951, Roer & Dillaman 1984, Willis 1999, Locke 2001, Havemann et al. 2008). More recently, materials scientists have viewed crustacean cuticle as an example of a time-tested natural composite material (Raabe et al. 2005). The organic polymer network of the layered cuticle has been described as a twisted plywood pattern (Bouligand 1972, Bouligand 1986), and Nikolov et al. (2010) have computed general cuticular properties using a hierarchical averaging method. The mineral contribution to this composite, although measured (Lowenstam 1981, Böckelmann et al. 2007), has not been characterized in terms of its fine structural location; and the importance of any mineral other than calcium carbonate has been diminished. But this detail in crustaceans is now yielding to microchemical and physical measurements (Hild et al. 2009, Tao et al. 2009, Seidl et al. 2011). It is clear that crustaceans combine minerals with organic polymers in their exoskeleton to create an effective durable protective covering for a taxonomic group that has survived hundreds of millions of years, invading salt- and freshwater as well as land. The variety of cuticle composites available to be studied is drawn from among 15,000 extant species of decapods worldwide, with a species discovery curve far from flattening out (Martin et al. 2009). Arguments exist about the relative importance of carbonate and phosphatic minerals in the evolution of decapod cuticle structure with controversy over how one could switch between the two (Vega et al. 2005, Buckeridge & Newman 2006).

We show here for the American lobster, Homarus americanus H. Milne-Edwards, 1837, that the 3 minerals calcite, amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), and carbonate–apatite (CAP), coexist alongside each other in discrete domains of cuticle. The fresh-water and ocean environments in which the mineralized cuticle composite material needs to survive has recently changed relatively rapidly on an evolutionary timescale as a result of anthropogenic pressures (Turley et al. 2007, Ries et al. 2009), and we need to evaluate the properties of these vital skeletal structures in the light of these changes and extrapolate to the future. To accomplish this, we develop a structural–chemical model of how the American lobster cuticle is designed and behaves at macro-to-micro resolution. We also use the shell of the Atlantic jackknife razor clam, Ensis directus Conrad, 1843, as a simpler case in which calcium carbonate dominates, but is also covered with a superficial covering, the periostracum (Checa 2000).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lobsters were obtained from several locations. Lobsters with and without clinical signs of epizootic shell disease (ESD) were obtained in 2004 in shell-disease-prevalent areas from trawls by the NOAA Ship Albatross IV at the mouth of Narragansett Bay, RI, as well as in canyons at the edge of the continental shelf directly south of Narragansett Bay. Lobsters with signs of impoundment shell disease (ISD) were obtained May 2008 from the Maine State Aquarium at Booth Bay Harbor. Lobsters from outside the reported range of ESD were obtained June 2007 or 2008 from the State of Maine Ventless Trap Program from Casco Bay, ME, to the Isle of Shoals, NH. An equal number of lobsters with and without signs of ESD were obtained in 2008 and 2009 from Narragansett Bay, coordinates 41.5073° N and 71.3463° W.

Lobsters obtained in Maine were maintained until used in running 15°C fresh seawater at the University of New England Marine Science Center or in recirculating 15°C artificial seawater at University of Massachusetts at Amherst (UMass Amherst). Rhode Island lobsters were maintained until use in recirculating 15°C artificial seawater at UMass Amherst. Lobsters were fed daily with frozen scallop muscle ad libitum for 30 min. Uneaten scallop was removed.
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Shells of the razor clam were obtained from Pine Point Beach, Scarborough, ME, shortly before use.

To study mineralization of the shell, we treated the cuticle as a moist geological specimen (Kunkel et al. 2005b). Excised, small, cuticle squares were plunge-frozen in liquid-nitrogen-cooled propane; the frozen water was then substituted with liquid-nitrogen-chilled acetone, and the pieces were brought slowly to room temperature. The cuticle was embedded in Epo-Thin Resin (Buehler). The plastic-embedded cuticle specimen was ground and polished with graded carbonrubdion and diamond abrasive (METADI SUPREME, 6–0.25μm) suspended in polishing oil on TRIDENT polishing cloths to prevent movement of any water-soluble components (Kunkel et al. 2005b). The specimens were examined in a Cameca SX-50 Electron Microprobe or in a Cameca SX-50 Electron Microprobe to provide electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). Using this method, a fine electron beam is scanned across a specimen surface creating at each pixel an X-ray backscatter, with a theoretical resolution of about 1 μm, which is characteristic of elements present at that location. The electron backscatter is monitored as a measure of the total density of solids at that location. The Cameca Ultrachron provides high-resolution raster images at approximately 0.33-μm resolution for up to 5 elements simultaneously. The Cameca SX-50 provided linear transects of surfaces for a chosen list of elements—Na (sodium), K (potassium), P (phosphorus), Ca (calcium), Mg (magnesium), Sr (strontium), Ba (barium), Mn (manganese), Fe (iron), Cl (chlorine), and F (fluorine)—with approximately 1-μm resolution.

Data from the EPMA instruments were exported to text files that were explored and analyzed using purpose-written R-scripts (R Development Core Team 2011) available by request. Each pixel of a the raster image from the Cameca Ultrachron has an associated data record with a column and row parameter from the m-row by n-column pixel image, and 4 columns of X-ray backscatter-determined molar composition values, typically a Ca determination, a P determination, and 2 other element determinations. In typical instances, p-by-q subregion composition data, consisting of the p × q-by-4 matrix of pixel compositions, were subjected to principal component analysis, using the R svd base library function.

Molar composition data from the Cameca SX-50 multiple linear transects of cuticle at 4-μm intervals was analyzed, and average compositional transects of regions were plotted using the

crossed polarizers in a Leitz Ortholux polarizing microscope using

Figure 1. Natural and artificial lobster shell lesions. (A) American lobster, Homarus americanus, with very mild epizootic shell disease lesions. Two circular lesions are indicated by arrows. (B) Nine artificial lesions imposed on a live lobster carapace using a drill press serve as models of the lesion process. The flux of ions derived from the dissolving shell is followed by measuring differential concentrations over short distances with the specific ion electrode technique. The lesions in (B) are separated by the mid dorsal suture. The 5 upper, more melanized, lesions were produced 1 mo earlier than the bottom 4 lesions.

Figure 2. A lobster with a Tygon observation chamber enclosing the carapace cuticle and a Teflon-nut glued to adjacent carapace. (A) The observation chamber encloses a region of cuticle with a lesion and holds a measured amount of minimal artificial seawater. (B) This same lobster is studied with dual specific ion electrode technique probes for proton and calcium flux. The large chamber in (B) holding the lobster is temperature regulated with Peltier–cooled artificial seawater, which allows the lobster to be probed for hours and reserved afterward for probing on succeeding days. In this way, the progression of shell lesions can be followed over days or months. The objective is to identify candidate early lesions and to extrapolate back to the origin of a lesion.
reflecting optics. Artificial lesions of lobster and mollusc shells were created with a MicroLux Variable Speed Drill Press (MicroMark) with a digital depth finder and 3/32-in. microball-mill drill bits.

RESULTS

In typical intermolt cuticle of a shell with no lesions we see (1) a dense, variable-thickness birefringent crystalline calcite layer as the outermost layer of the exocuticle (Figs. 3 and 4); (2) a nonbirefringent CAP lining of dermal gland and neurite canals (Figs. 4 and 5); and (3) a nonbirefringent CAP trabecular region in the inner portion of the exocuticle that corresponds to the hardness layer (Fig. 4A, B). The chemical properties of these 3 features are based on EPMA compositions of intermolt lobster cuticle seen in Figures 4 and 5, each of which illustrates different aspects of Ca and P mineral distribution in the exocuticle of the intermolt lobster. Figure 4A shows a dermal gland canal that has a canal lining of relatively low Ca:P ratio, which is typical of canals close to the surface of the cuticle. The lower limit of that ratio for CAPs is 1.67, which is the Ca:P ratio of apatite itself in which none of the phosphates are replaced with carbonates (Table 1). A cross-section of another canal seen in Figure 5 illustrates a dermal gland canal that has a canal wall with 2 regions of distinct Ca:P ratios as seen from pixel color mapping in Figure 5C and pixel Ca:P plots in Figure 5D. The 2 regions of apatite can be seen as an environment-side layer (i.e., the canal luminal layer) where Ca:P is 2, whereas the inside (cuticle matrix side) has a Ca:P of 3.51. This pattern is shown in our model to be consistent with the growth of the canal wall from the cuticle matrix side. The calcite versus CAP signals can be differentiated using principal component analysis of the composition variation among pixels. In the outlined subregion of Figure 5A, the raw pixel density data for Ca and P for a 101-by-101-pixel subregion of the image are shown in the upper panels of Figure 5C. The first principal component, PC1, explains 88.8% of the compositional variability and points efficiently to high-Ca- but low-P-content pixels that are all in the calcite layer and are discriminated by the upper PC1 values located as orange in Figure 5C (PC1 right panel) and in Figure 5D. PC2 similarly explains 9.7% of mineral variability and identifies CAP located as 2 levels of blue and green in Figure 5C (PC2 left panel), designated as wall in the right panel, and those Ca and P values plotted as purple in Figure 5D. The 2 ratios of Ca:P are also seen as distinctly aligned pixels with slope ratios of 2 and 3.51, respectively, in Figure 5D. Both of these ratios represent typical CAP ratios of Ca to P as seen in Table 1. A Ca:P of 2 represents CAP with a composition $\text{Ca}_2(\text{PO}_4)_3(\text{CO}_3)(\text{OH})_2 \cdot \text{H}_2\text{O}$, one of the highest phosphate contents exhibited by bone that is CAP. Comparing healthy with diseased cuticle is rather simple. Lesions contain no minerals.
The mineral image of a lesion shows an abrupt change from mineral to otherwise healthy surrounding mineralized cuticle.

We find that the outermost mineral surface of the lobster intermolt cuticle consists mainly of a smooth dense layer of calcite (Fig. 4A) that has a calcium Kα intensity close to mollusc shell, which is 95–98% CaCO₃ (green pixels in Fig. 5D). This birefringent outer layer of mainly calcite appears continuous, but is punctuated at regular, but widely spread intervals by simple dermal glands with single CAP-lined canal openings, and interspersed with compound organules (Lawrence 1966) that combine sensory bristles with accompanying dermal glands (Fig. 6).

A single organule canal or bristle cell secretes a canal cuticle surrounding a narrow canal that allows an environmental outlet for secretion from an organule gland cell or forms a protective sheath around neurites innervating sensory organules, such as mechano- or chemosensory bristles at the surface of the cuticle, as seen in Figure 4A. The canal lumen in the bristle or gland canal is continuous with the outside environment and could represent a path of attack by microbes on the lumen side of the canal wall. In all arthropods, these canal passages are for carrying secretions to the cuticle surface or for protecting sensory neurites traveling through the cuticle to a sensory ending at a bristle tip. The canals have been shown in other arthropods to be lined with an epicuticle similar in structure to the epicuticle of the general surface cuticle (Kunkel 1975). The lobster cuticle has canals with an average 16-μm surface opening (range, 7–30 μm), leading into 400–1,000-μm-long canals that seem to maintain the original opening size and into which bacteria could invade and form colonies. Such canal–bacterial colonies could build up substantial populations and establish significant local focused acid gradients, potentially damaging to a calcium carbonate-based cuticle. How do the 2 distinct surfaces—the outer cuticle and the canal

Figure 5. Tangential polished cuticle surface showing organule canal sectioned perpendicular to its long axis illustrating a calcite collar devoid of phosphate and CAP lining of the canal. (A) Phosphorous (Kα) X-ray map. (B) Calcium (Kα) X-ray map. Note the gap between the canal wall and the calcite socket. (C) Rows top to bottom—raw: selected areas of Ca, P. PC 1: Calcite PC used to choose calcite pixels. PC 2: Wall PC used to choose wall pixels. (D) Calcite and Wall pixel Ca and P contents are plotted. Slopes extrapolated through zero show the Ca:P ratios relative to clam calcite (green, no P), HAP (red, Ca:P = 1.67), and monocalcium phosphate (blue, Ca:P = 0.49). The brightness of images (A), (B), and (C-raw) scales linearly with X-ray intensity, and therefore approximately with concentrations, which are plotted to produce ratios in (D). A 50-μm calibration bar is seen in (A).
in the formula, the proportion of phosphates replaced by carbonates plus hydroxyls varies, as well as the number of calciums and balancing hydroxyls to produce a balanced formula. In reality, chlorides and fluorides may replace hydroxyls to provide bone with modified properties such as with fluoride-based hardening of bone (Mirtchi et al. 1991).

When observed using EPMA (Figs. 3, 4A, and 5), the calcium Kα intensity of the calcite layer is close to that of crystalline calcite of mollusc shell, used as a standard (Fig. 5D). The calcite layer thus has limited space remaining for organic polymer. When this thin calcite layer has a small artificial lesion drilled into it, no prophenoloxidase (PPO) is activated. Only when the calcite layer is breached and the inner exocuticle is exposed, is PPO activated. The crystalline calcite layer can be observed in polarized light as a uniformly birefringent layer that can turn corners, indicating its controlled orientation (Fig. 3, arrows), most likely deposited along polymer fibrils or bundles laid down by the formative general epidermal and derived organule cells (Lawrence 1966, Merritt 2007). Consistent with this, the numerous pore canal filaments represent microvillar extensions of the epidermal cells that course through the physiologically living endo- and exocuticle, but are excluded from the calcite layer (seen in unshared AFM figures). The remnant spaces, formerly occupied by live filaments, are surrounded by organic and mineral layering observed with EPMA and by AFM, but essentially end at the inner surface of the calcite layer. The crystalline density, seen in Figures 4 and 5, of the calcite layer does not afford a spatial avenue for pore canal filaments or microbial attack in the dimensions of typical bacteria unless the density was first compromised by erosion or cracking. The calcite layer also extends down like a collar along the canal wall exterior at the organule canal intersection, seen in cross-section in Figure 4A, and in tangential section in Figure 4B (as red-coded Cl) and Figure 5B. The canal wall abuts the calcite collar closely, leaving a relatively small space between the mineral faces, particularly visible in the calcium image (Fig. 5B). The calcite layer and its boundary with the apatite tubes might allow access into the cuticle by microbes down to the typical size of a bacterium (0.2–2 μm), and we may need to know the tolerances of this space under stress as predicted by our model. We do not know the organic composition of that thin space, but when other ions are analyzed via EPMA, the space is seen to contain Cl and K, which indicate it is or was a soluble-ion-containing cellular compartment.

The flat surface of the general cuticle surface does not encourage the buildup of a pH gradient from a bacterial colony growing on an open surface. This is because protons in water as hydronium ions have an anomalous 12-times faster diffusion than their diameter predicts (Kunkel et al. 2001). This is the physical reason that a calcite surface is a sufficient material to create a physical barrier to microbial attack; protons created by a point source group of bacteria disperse rapidly and do not accumulate enough titer to do damage to the calcite. In addition, the calcite layer of the cuticle is also covered by a waxy epicuticle, which is efficient protection from bacterial attack for another reason: During the slow solubilization of calcite,

$$\text{CaCO}_3 \leftrightarrow \text{Ca}^{2+} + \text{CO}_3^{2-},$$

through the epicuticle into the ocean water, carbonate and Ca ions are released. The carbonate takes a proton from water, 

$$\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CO}_3^{2-} \leftrightarrow \text{HCO}_3^{-1} + \text{OH}^{-1},$$

becoming bicarbonate and releasing a hydroxyl, which is stabilized at the ambient pH and thus results in a widely based alkaline zone in an unstirred layer (Pohl et al. 1998) adjacent to the cuticle. The unstirred layer gradient properties are a result of the speed with which diffusion of an ion establishes a nearby high pH gradient, despite competing bulk flow of nearby ocean.
water that eventually and undoubtedly affects the gradient depletion. The high standing pH gradient, approaching pH 9 nearest the cuticle surface, is dispersed as it declines into the bulk of the adjacent seawater (pH 7.8–8.2), but the thin, relatively more alkaline, aqueous surface unstirred layer remains on any calcium carbonate-based shell as an antibiotic to bacterial motility, metabolism, and growth (Palmer et al. 1997, Bombelli & Wright 2006). It also neutralizes any microbial acidic action on shellfish exoskeletons, which we here propose as a novel general immune mechanism. Calcite itself would not be an effective material choice as a lining of the cuticular organule canals because in the enclosed small diameter (but extended length) of a gland or neurite canal, proton gradients could be established by bacteria that could dissolve a calcite lining easily. Rather, the organule's canal is lined fortuitously by the phosphatic mineral CAP of moderately high density that is more acid resistant than calcite. Chemical analysis of this layer by EPMA demonstrates (Figs. 4 and 5) that in Ca:P ratio it conforms to the flexible composition of CAPs (Table 1) (Santos & Gonzalez-Diaz 1977, Wopenka & Pasteris 2005), being relatively resistant to acid solubilization. The only other calcium phosphate that could theoretically apply is tetracalcium phosphate, a mineral not described in living tissues (Dorozhkin & Epple 2002). Either mineral would provide the ratio of Ca:P of approximately 2, which is observed in some neurite- and gland-canal walls. These most exposed canal linings have close to a 2:1 Ca:P ratio in CAP composition, making it least sensitive to acid attack (Baig et al. 1999). Interestingly, the phosphatic deposits as seen in 2 locations in lobster cuticle exhibit several of the generally accepted formulations of cap (Table 1) that have flexible Ca:P ratios that can include 2:1, 2.25:1, 2.67:1, 3:1, 4:1, and 7:1, which are all discretely observed (Figs. 4 and 5) in canal tubes having Ca:P ratios predicted by the CAP formula of Table 1. The discreteness of the CAP formulations is often emphasized by finding 2 Ca:P ratios in a single cross-section (Fig. 5A, D). The variety of Ca:P ratios exhibited by lobster cuticle is explored more extensively elsewhere (Kunkel & Jercinovic 2012).

The composition of the calcite inner exocuticle and endocuticle layers were studied in greater detail using 12 quantitative transects of lobster intermolt cuticle using the SX-50 electron microprobe. Care was taken to include transects through trabecular as well as nontrabecular regions of the cuticle, which changed the chemical profiles mainly in the inner exocuticle, which the trabecular populace. With the SX-50 electron microprobe we were able to measure the content of the other group 2 alkaline earth metals, providing additional detail on the regional heterogeneity of the lobster cuticle. Figure 7 shows the relative titers of Mg, Ca, Sr, Mn, and Ba. Of particular note is the precipitous decline in Mg, Sr, Mn, and Ba, together in the calcite layer toward the surface of the cuticle. This may represent a clue to the role of the minor divalent ions in the calcite layer function. Although Mg is known for its hardening properties in calcite composition, it is also known for its higher solubility and concentration in the ocean. A more rapid dissolution of MgCO$_3$ in the surface-oriented calcite could provide extra protection from microbes via raising the unstirred zone pH.

Our application of SIET and SPET to study the flux of ions and oxygen in relation to the cuticle and early-stage lesions was frustrated by very few examples of early lesions to which we could apply our measurement of Ca and proton flux. However, from the few such lobsters, that in Figure 2A being one of them, it was evident that there was a slow flux outward of Ca$^{2+}$ and inward of H$^+$ from lobster cuticle not showing signs of shell disease, and a substantial increase of that flux over lesions. This observation rejected immediately our earlier naive hypothesis that we should detect early latent or developing lesions from the secretion of protons by a microbial film or colony at the site of a future lesion. Ionic flux from the lobster cuticle with or without signs of shell disease is dominated by calcium carbonate dissolution from the
superficial calcite layer of the exocuticle. The entire surface of the lobster carapace slowly leaches CaCO$_3$ from the calcite layer, creating a basic unstirred antimicrobial surface environment.

More productive information was obtained by our creation of graded artificial lesions such as that seen in Figure 1B. Such artificial lesions allowed us to examine numerous lobsters with different degrees of lesion reaching various levels in the cuticle, and studied at various times after lesion creation. These lesions were examined using dual Ca- and H-LIX microelectrodes simultaneously at the same location (Fig. 8). The pattern was highly reproducible. The Ca flux was the mirror opposite of the H flux. Ca$^{2+}$ appeared to exit the lesion, and H$^+$ appeared to enter the lesion. This is explained by the dominant equilibrium reaction (Eq (3)) occurring at the pH of the lobster’s environment combining reactions (1) and (2):

$$\text{CaCO}_3 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{Ca}^{2+} + \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{OH}^- \quad (3)$$

The CaCO$_3$ dissolution reaction produces Ca$^{2+}$ and OH$^-$ at the surface of the cuticle, from which we measure the outward-diffusing Ca$^{2+}$ and OH$^-$ as outward-diffusing Ca$^{2+}$ and inward-diffusing H$^+$. This opposite but approximately equal flux of Ca$^{2+}$ and H$^+$ is a signature of dissolving calcite or aragonite or ACC; and would distinguish CaCO$_3$ dissolution from CaCl$_2$ dissolution, for instance, or from simple Ca$^{2+}$ export linked to some other balanced transport.

We did not find any particularly enhanced or diminished flux of Ca$^{2+}$ or H$^+$ over the organule canal openings, which indicates that they are well surrounded by calcite at the surface, as indicated in Fig. 4A. Moreover, neither the dermal gland nor the bristle organules presented an avenue of enhanced or diminished Ca$^{2+}$ or H$^+$ flux, at least in their asymptomatic (apparently nonlesion) state.

When the calcite layer is penetrated by an artificial lesion, such as those seen in Figure 1B, a stronger linked outward flux of Ca$^{2+}$ and H$^+$ is measured because the dissolution of ACC has a lower energy requirement and thus it dissolves more quickly. The design of a calcite layer underlain by an ACC layer can be seen as selectively advantageous in fighting a progressive shell disease lesion. This supplements the role that ACC has in generating calcite (Pouget et al. 2009) during the postmolt, when the calcite layer is being established. In our view, the ACC deposits between the trabeculae in the inner exocuticle and in the general endocuticle serve as a reservoir of quickly deployable calcium carbonate that can aid in responding to injury by lowering pH in the ~100-µm unstirred layer above an injury.

Using the polarographic micro oxygen electrode (SPET), the development of oxygen utilization by lesions was followed. New artificial lesions, in the first hours after formation, showed only very small oxygen flux into the lesion, indistinguishable from the surrounding nonlesioned cuticle. Artificial lesions, 24 h after being established, developed visible signs of melanization and, when tested via SPET, showed a strong inward O$_2$ flux, appropriate to the activation of PPO, which is apparently activated by that time.

Broadening our understanding of the phenomenon of balanced outward Ca$^{2+}$ and inward H$^+$ flux that we observed first in the lobster, we have studied mollusc calcite shells that are also covered by a protective layer, the periostracum, a protein polymer layer laid down and sometimes maintained actively by the mollusc mantle tissue. This periostracum is analogous to the epicuticle of the lobster in that it protects the calcite layer. We extend the agreed-upon protective role during shell formation (Marin & Luquet 2004) by our proposal that the periostracum affords further protection from rapid dissolution during the useful life of the shell. We demonstrate that artificial lesions created in the mollusc periostracal covering release a stream of Ca$^{2+}$ and OH$^-$ ions similar to those we have observed emanating from our lobster artificial lesions (Fig. 9). In this instance, the ratio between the flux at the center versus the edge of the lesion over intact periostracum is 8.9 (**±1.9 SE)-fold. This ~9-fold increase over a shell lesion is probably closer to an accurate measure because it is easier to get close to the inert shell surface than the live lobster cuticle surface.

Study of the mollusc and lobster cuticle artificial lesions demonstrate that the Ca and H fluxes mirror each other in direction and strength. The H flux into the lesions represents the expected flux created by the opposite flow of hydroxyls created by reaction (3), as diagrammed in Figure 6. The artificial removal of the epicuticle doubles the fluxes measured from nonlesion cuticle even as viewed at the 100-µm distance from the surface, thus demonstrating that the epicuticle serves as a modulator of calcite dissolution. The pH at the shell surface in the low-micrometer space occupied by bacterial films is likely to be close to pH 9, the pK of CO$_3^{2-}$ reaction with water.

### DISCUSSION

The 2 distinctly different forms of shell disease, ISD and ESD, attack at different points of the lobster cuticle based on substantial past histological study and experience (Smolowitz et al. 1992, Hsu & Smolowitz 2003, Tlusty et al. 2007). ISD attacks at the dermal gland canals, and ESD on the plane between dermal gland canals. This difference in point of attack allows us to create hypotheses about the progression of shell
Figure 9. Ca\(^{2+}\) and H\(^+\) flux vectors emanating from an artificial lesion through the periostracum, protective layer, of a razor clam. (A) Image of 4 artificial lesions drilled in the surface of a shell. The dashed green line shows the 1,200-\(\mu\)m-long path of the dual Ca and H microelectrodes, which were scanned repeatedly across that same path measuring the flux of those 2 ions in both the x-direction parallel to the path and the z-direction perpendicular to the shell surface. (B, C) These 2-dimensional fluxes are plotted as vectors in (B) for the H flux interpreted as the complementary OH flux and (C), where the Ca flux is depicted. Time is measured in seconds from the introduction of a new artificial seawater buffer of pH 7.8, allowing the speed of establishment of the ion gradients to be followed. The earliest vectors are depicted thin and become thicker as time progresses. The origin of each vector is a filled circle whereas the apex of the vector is indicated as a triangle. The earlier fluxes are stronger because they are responding to a larger differential concentration; as the difference is moderated by dissolution, the fluxes moderate. This is an automated governor on dissolution rate associated with lesions. In the lowered pH of the benthic environment, the 10 mOsm Ca\(^{2+}\) and 2 mOsm total CO\(_3^{2-}\) represents an undersaturation for CaCO\(_3\).

disease based on predictable vulnerabilities of a model we construct (Fig. 10). This model emphasizes our new interpretations of the roles of the 3 minerals that we suggest dominate the mineralized cuticle: calcite, ACC, and CAP. In pursuit of this theory, we describe how our cuticle model might provide a protective role using our focus: the minerals. Our model, based on some key exemplar physical evidence (e.g., Fig. 3–5), and physiological evidence (Figs. 8, 9) suggests a protective rationale and a structural role for each key mineral of the lobster cuticle. Each mineral and its survival benefits may have provided a selective force during the structural evolution of crustacean cuticle. We suggest that one of the most powerful forces in that evolution has been resistance to microbial attack.

The resistance to microbial attack is 3-fold. First, we posit a continuous, dense calcite layer that provides a physical barrier to microbial attack on the organic polymer layers. Second, we posit a modulating epicuticle layer that allows the calcite layer to dissolve gradually, producing an antimicrobial unstirred layer that covers the cuticle surface with a thin environment unfavorable for microbial growth. Third, we posit the use of acid-resistant CAP to line the vulnerable canals that must traverse the cuticle.

Several potentially vulnerable aspects of the dermal glands are derived from inspecting our model of the lobster cuticle. The phosphatic walls of each canal need a tight interface with the cuticle’s calcite layer (Fig. 4A, B). The visible space between the 2 mineral structures seen particularly in Figures 5B and 4B is filled with the chloride anion. What are the acceptable tolerances of these spaces? There is a possibility of a failure in the phosphate or carbonate chemistry for this juncture—particularly in the crowded and altered water quality of lobster ponds and rearing facilities, after which the ISD is named. There is also ample evidence of the limiting nature of available phosphate in the North Atlantic arena (Wu et al. 2000, Zubkov et al. 2007). In the altered temperature, pH, salinity, nutrient, and microbial environment of a lobster pond or aquarium, the chemistry of cuticle formation could clearly be a source of problems. The canals and their interface with the calcite layer need to be replaced at each molt. During the molting process, existing cuticular organules are moved apart from each other during the generally isometric expansion of the cuticle surface. The expansion of the cuticle in lobsters at each molt varies, but is increased approximately 1.1-fold in linear dimensions that represent a 21% increase in cuticle area. New organules need to develop and be inserted into the widening expanses of cuticle devoid of organules. This process is described more thoroughly in Kunkel and Jercinovic (2012). The development and replacement of the canals and calcite interface may be critical vulnerabilities that need to be protected during each molt. A lowering of pH, for instance, makes the energy necessary for retrieving carbonate from bicarbonate more costly to the lobster. If the phosphatic lining of the dermal gland and neurite canals was thinner or more acid vulnerable compositionally for some reason, the ability of bacteria to access and attack the underlying chitin and protein linkages could be encouraged. In addition, an acidified seawater environment might allow a pH gradient produced by a bacterial colony to be more effective, given a lower imposed pH environment at the opening of the organule canals or incipient imperfections in the calcite layer or calcite–CAP interface. These avenues of attack can be pursued in a tightly defined chemostat arena or in a relatively simple marine life-table flow-through environment by adjusting the conditions that interact to allow the impoundment type or epizootic type of shell disease to develop.

The study of ESD with respect to our model is perhaps less straightforward. So far, it has been difficult to say exactly where in the mineral cuticle a lesion initiates, because it destroys its locus at the point of attack. How the lesions initiate in the plane between organules is not easy to envision or approach experimentally. Our model suggests several potential sources of weakness in the cuticle. During experimentation, efforts must be taken to avoid the conditions of ISD from occurring. The most likely accidental initiation
might be via a crack or imperfection during initiation of the calcite layer after molting. Avoiding cracks in the calcite layer that occur later during the intermolt period may depend on the proper rigidity of the underlying phosphatic trabecular layer. The evidence from light microscope sections of demineralized cuticle from early ESD lobsters (Hsu & Smolowitz 2003) suggests that when the newest lesions develop in the calcite-plane region between the organules, they produce pillars of relatively undigested cuticle. We suggest that these pillars occupy the spaces between the more acid-resistant phosphatic trabeculae of the inner exocuticle (Fig. 4A). Our work with oxygen electrodes on artificial lesions of the cuticle, described briefly earlier, suggest that until the thin, dense calcite layer is compromised, there is no response of oxygen utilization by the lesioned cuticle. Once the calcite layer is breached, the cuticular PPO is activated, oxygen starts being used, and melanin accumulates at the lesion, as seen in Figure 1B. Therefore, the first hypothetical point of attack in ESD would be an imperfect calcite layer that propagates through the least resistant regions, which would be the ACC columns between the phosphatic trabeculae. This might occur because the calcite layer was not developed properly from available ACC during the time shortly after ecdysis, during the phase that the cuticle provisionally hardens, or it could result from the attack of this layer after it had been formed imperfectly or cracked because of improper development of the more rigid underlying trabecular layer. Thus, our hypotheses on how lesions might develop depend on the structural richness of our model.

Previously, modeling from a structural engineering point of view, Nikolov et al. (2010) have computed general cuticular properties by a bottom-up hierarchical averaging method. This averaging of properties inherent in the former approach minimizes the importance of unique properties of localized specializations such as the epi-, exo-, and endocuticle layers of the cuticle as well as the overdispersed organules, the glands and neural canals that populate the cuticle surface. Our top-down modeling approach was to focus quantitatively on the visible localized structures and properties that we then integrated into our structurally diverse model, with additional emphasis on paying attention to general surface properties most important in defense against external microbial attack.

The diseases affecting the cuticular structure of the American lobster could provide clues to how a more realistic lobster cuticle composite design is vulnerable, and how the vulnerabilities might be attacked and defended. Our schematic model of mineralized American lobster cuticle provides arguments for how the cuticle defends its owner against chemical and microbial attacks such as seen in lobster ISD (Smolowitz et al. 1992) and ESD (Fig. 1A) (Hsu & Smolowitz 2003). Future materials science hierarchical averaging approaches to constructing a less uniform composite model of the lobster cuticle may benefit from incorporating the focal properties that we have identified. For instance, we observe that the surface calcite layer is enriched with Mg$^{2+}$. The early dissolution of MgCO$_3$ from the surface of the calcite layer, leaving its environmental face lower in Mg as we observe it, may provide an early, postmolt-intense alkalinization of the unstirred layer that provides additional bacterial resistance. Such details may be key in the functional strategy of the cuticle’s composite structure during the vulnerable days after ecdysis.

Figure 10. Schematic model of lobster cuticle and basal and apical environment including a dermal gland with graded (2:1–7:1 Ca:P) carbonate apatite-lined canal (Kunkel & Jercinovic 2012) secreting a product Xi → Xo. Phosphatic trabeculae are 7:1 Ca:P. During cuticle production, Ca$^{2+}$ and CO$_3^{2-}$ are imported into the cuticle space from the hemolymph side, balanced by the expulsion of a proton. At the cuticle outer surface, the epicuticle regulates a slow dissolution of the calcite layer, which produces a continuous stream of hydroxyls into the unstirred layer, raising its pH as the dissolving CaCO$_3$ combines with water. The unstirred layer is ultimately in a dynamic equilibrium with the open ocean, which is nominally at pH 8.2, but probably closer to pH 7.8 in the lobster’s benthic environment. A lesion (asterisk arrow) makes more soluble amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) available for rapid alkalinization of the superficial unstirred layer.
We discuss the 4 structural details we have identified: CAP trabeculae, CAP canals, the surface calcite layer and ACC.

Heterogeneity in structure such as our observed spongy, bonelike trabecular structure brings up the possibility of its responsibility for the slow, progressive hardening of lobster carapace cuticle as described by Waddy et al. (1995). Based on our mineralization maps and our model, and the hardness tests of Raabe et al. (2005), it seems that the hardness would not coincide with the outer calcite density. In their progressive indentation tests (Raabe et al., 2005), the outermost layer, corresponding to the calcite layer of our studies in thickness, is a moderately soft outer layer. That layer would need to be established relatively quickly after molting for self-protective reasons based on our model. The slower development of hardness would correspond to the zone of the phosphatic trabeculae (i.e., the inner exocuticle), which would develop more slowly depending on available phosphorous. Living in the northern Atlantic P-poor environment (Wu et al. 2000, Zubkov et al. 2007), the American lobster may have developed a strategy of using its limited P availability by slowing down the cuticle hardening process as we know it (Waddy et al. 1995). Our model provides an imperative for efficient phosphate investment (1) as organume canal walls protecting secretion and neurosensory communication and (2) as phosphatic trabeculae to be associated with the well-described (Waddy et al. 1995) gradual hardening of the lobster cuticle that occurs after ecdisis.

The lobster trabeculae are possibly convergent with the trabeculae of vertebrate spongy bone in ways beyond chemical structure. The dynamics of the development of the lobster trabeculae may well be based on stress. The dorsal carapace is the site of many thoracic muscle attachments, and the stress provided by those attachments could result in, or depend on, the massive hardness that develops at the dorsal lateral carapace versus the thinner lateral ventral carapace sides that cover the branchial cavity. A stress model of lobster bone development may also apply to the thickness of chela cuticle that could be adjusted behaviorally by how the lobster uses its crusher versus cutter chelae.

ACC is found between trabeculae of the exocuticle perhaps associated with chitin and protein fibrils, as demonstrated in a marine isopod (Seidle et al. 2011). This inherently soft mineral form is similar in electron density to the ACC found in the endocuticle that is measurably the softest layer of the lobster cuticle based on the measurements of Raabe et al. (2005). This ACC may be an essential reserve of available calcium carbonate that can provide the calcium for trabecular development and also respond to cuticular injury by dissolving to form a flush of alkalinity in the unstirred layer that is an antimicrobial shield for the cuticle. This interpretation extends the role of ACC beyond being merely a precursor to crystalline calcium carbonate forms, as proposed previously (Pouget et al. 2009). Exocuticle composed of pure CAP would be a waste of scarce phosphate but also would not serve as a ready source of antimicrobial alkalinity.

The general marine environment is becoming more acidic, which may exacerbate shell diseases, particularly for shellfish that depend on calcium carbonate. Observations from nature, laboratory experiments (Orr et al. 2005), and modeling (Ridgwell & Schmidt 2010) are currently unclear in how severely the environmental changes in pH and mineral saturations impact each species’ future survival. Some species with mineral deposition that is accomplished at ambient ocean calcium carbonate saturation are clearly threatened by ocean acidification. Others that deposit their minerals in a protected environment are less directly affected (Ries et al. 2009). Cuticle mineralization in decapods for Ca\(^{2+}\) and CO\(_2\)\(^{-}\) is generally considered to be accomplished from the epidermal side of the cuticle after ecdisis (Compere et al. 1993, Wheatly 1999), buffered from the open ocean by the animal’s internal milieu. Thus, it is unlikely that the modest changes in pH of the ocean will have a major effect on the ability of the lobster to produce a cuticle. However, the proper functioning of that cuticle on its outside surface, which is in nearly direct contact with the ocean, is clearly vulnerable to environmental changes. Our model cautions that simple cuticle deposition or bulk composition may not be the critical factor for the lobster. The model of the lobster cuticle provides more variables to be considered in the ability of individual lobsters to survive in their current environment, and we are cautioned to pay closer attention to the details of each species’ compositional and structural mechanisms of protection in their local environments.

It is of some interest to discuss how other immune factors might interplay with the calcite-based antimicrobial function. For instance, PPO is known to be activated by injury. To what extent does PPO provide similar or additive immunity from microbial attack? Clearly PPO has a role in immune responses to lesions in cuticle for a broad selection of arthropods. In the artificial lesions created in our experiments, the melanization of the cuticle was visible by 24 h after the lesion was made through the calcite layer. The calcite dissolution response is immediate. The encapsulation of the lesion by melanization is relatively slow, based on our measurement of oxygen utilization by those lesions. No increased oxygen utilization was measurable within hours of lesion initiation. This is perhaps a result of the need for a relatively slow enzymatic activation of the PPO. After 24 h, a dramatic increase in oxygen utilization was exhibited, and one can actually see melanization product in the lesion (Fig. 1B). Clearly, the melanization has some role in stabilizing the lesion by cross-linking the cuticle proteins, and if it is a microbial lesion, the microbes may well be somewhat inhibited in further aggression in the lesion. However, the alkalinization of the unstirred layer is already a constant factor in the nonlesioned cuticle and is immediately increased dramatically after a lesion occurs. In addition, after the lesion penetrates through the epicuticle and calcite layers, the underlying ACC is yet more easily solubilized, creating a stronger alkaline flux into the unstirred layer. How effective this is and how it interacts with the PPO activation is yet to be established.

The main effect of phenoloxidase on cuticle function may indeed be proactive, occurring during the early phase of cuticle sclerotization, when the phosphatic trabeculae are developing in the region of the inner exocuticle that is being cross-linked by quinones. This critical cuticle construction process may be affected by alkylphenol pollutants experienced by the lobster that inhibit the phenoloxidase enzyme activity as explored elsewhere in this volume (Lauber et al. 2012). Our model of the cuticle affords specific structures and timing that could be affected by the enzyme malfunction.

It is clear that the normal and lesion-induced alkalinization by the calcite layer has affects on bacterial cells in general, but probably has little affect on eukaryotic microbes (Palmer et al. 1997). Therefore, other immune mechanisms must be present to defend the cuticle from nonbacterial microbes, such as fungi, that are targets of antimicrobial peptides, which have been described in decapods (Rosa & Barraaco 2010) but have been more associated with more advanced breaches into the hemocoel. Last, the newly described architecture involving calcite,
ACC, and CAP in the lobster cuticle allows us to explore a new model for skeletal function in a nonvertebrate.
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